
 

 

HIH Real Estate forges ahead with EVANA in digitalising its 
property portfolios 

  

Hamburg, 14 March 2017 – HIH Real Estate (HIH) is focusing on further digitalising its real estate portfolios 

with the aid of its partner EVANA. This puts HIH Real Estate among the pioneers of digital real estate 

management. Through EVANA AG, a company specialising in data rooms and data analysis based in 

Frankfurt am Main, HIH Real Estate’s portfolio and transaction documents will be automatically stored over 

a property’s entire life cycle in future. Information on all digitalised properties is updated on a daily basis and 

always fully available. 

 

EVANA provides support for HIH Real Estate through its “Intelligent Data Room” product. The software 

captures documents and their contents, reads the relevant information with the aid of artificial intelligence 

and provides it in the form of data records. The data can be used for analysis, evaluation and control and to 

trigger digital processes.  

 

EVANA currently offers one of the most cutting-edge solutions for the digital recording, analysis and 

structuring of data and documents in the area of data rooms. The EVANA algorithm is based on a 

combination of artificial, swarm and semantic intelligence. For the first time, the “Intelligent Data Room” 

enables companies to create a complete data room from the documents processed, automatically and in 

any structure. EVANA offers maximum efficiency and transparency through combining data and documents 

into one holistic system. With the “Intelligent Data Room”, EVANA offers an optimal solution for closing the 

gap between data extraction, data room and ERP systems and is the first data room which thinks for itself. 

 

About HIH Real Estate 

HIH Real Estate (HIH) has combined property-related investment and service activities for the Warburg Group for many 

years. With assets of more than EUR 13.8 billion under management, HIH Real Estate is one of Germany's biggest 

independent managers for real estate investments. Services include asset management, letting management, property 
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management, project development and institutional advisory. HIH Real Estate maintains head offices in Hamburg and, 

including subsidiaries and affiliates, employs 460 professionals.  

More information can be found on the company’s website at: www.hih.de/en 

 


